
 the valley of health
Geranea Ecopark in 



A beautiful, inspiring place filled with positive 
energy. Away from the noisy city and polluted 
air, there is a picturesque place conserved where 
animals run free and flowers dance to the 
sounds of the small crickets of Dobrudzha. Even 
Thracians were enchanted by the land so they 
called it Spring Valley due to the soft climate and 
evergreen nature, and Romans called it 
Geranium – health.
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The Eco park is located near the villages 
Obrochishte, Tsarkva and Lyahovo. It is just 5 
km away from the Albena resort, nearly 15km 
from the Golden Sands resort and 35km from 
Varna. 
It covers a fenced area of 7000 decares.
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Where are we?



 The farm has an impressive selection of animals - 170 beautiful 
fallow deer, over 250 mouflons, nearly 50 roe deer, 50 Cameroonian 
goats, over 300 boars and many, manyother species. In the park, 
tourists will be able to truly experience the life that is happening in the 
unfenced areas of Dobrudzha.

...





 The untouched nature and the unpredictability of the 
wild offer an unforgettable experience to all Bulgarians 
and foreigners. With the help of our 7 boom lifts, tourists 
can observe animals roaming freely without disturbing 
them and in a safe way.

...



 On their walks along the healthy pathswith a unique view of 
the Black Sea and green hills, the guests of the complex can 
enjoy the peace and quiet of comfortable gazebos and benches.
 Visitors will reward their senses, enjoying not only the rich 
variety of animals, but also the beautiful and diverse herbs and 
trees that grow in the area.

...



 The park is suitable for leisure, tourist visits, environmental activities, 
teambuilding and events. Offers horseback riding. In addition to horseback 
riding, guests can walk or use specially designed carts.
 Beautiful peacocks and many more exotic animals that stroll freely can delight 
guests in the park. And for those who love adventures in nature they can 
meetpheasants, partridges and other game species along the way.

...



...
 Every day, visitors and photographer adrenaline junkies may 
take beautiful pictures that testify to interesting situations, part of 
the life of the residents of the Dobrudzha park in the beautiful 
nature.
 The farm has an outdoor barbecue where guests can relax or 
taste local dishes whether it's after a hunt session or just visiting.





The duration of one walk is three hours.

The Geranea Ecopark provides professional guides for pre-registered organized groups with 
visiting hours 7-10, 10-13, 13-16 and 16-19. 

There is also an option for individual visit upon preliminary request.

 Call  +359 877 55 15 55  if you need more detailed information about park visits.

Geranea Ecopark 

Season 2019 visiting fees
Children until the age of 6.99 free entry

Children ages 7 to 13.99

Pensioners and students 

12,00 BGN

12,00 BGN

Adults 24,00 BGN

For every group of 15 one free entry

Horseback riding for 150 minutes / per person / 55,00 BGN

With a specialized cart  / total for a group of 5 /  110,00 BGN



For information:
+359 877  55 15 55

manager@ecopark-geranea.com
office@ecopark-geranea.com

marketing@ecopark-geranea.com


